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ABSTRACT

In conventional Common Western Notation (CWN) there
are different notations styles for flags and beams, evolved
historically. We present a classification based on an algo-
rithm which sets beams according to positions in a musi-
cal metric space. This algorithm contributes to more clar-
ity also for the human discussion of the historic phenom-
ena thanks to its stratified architecture: (a) assignment of
canonical beaming to nodes of the metric tree, then (b) data
transformations coming from pauses, dotted notations, etc.,
(c) breaking of beams according to further parameters like
motifs, playing techniques, etc., and finally (d) transfor-
mations according to the needs of graphic appearance. For
phases (a) and (b) an exact algorithm is presented; for (c)
and (d) a semi-formal classification grid.

1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1. Early Example of Beams in Lute Tabulature

aims are (a) to define more precisely the terminology nec-
essary for human discourse, (b) to lay the foundations for
a transparent documentation of automated processing, and
(c) to provide a collection of parameters which modify
the behavior of the model and can thus be used as a grid
for more precise classification and comparison of artefacts,
methods and automated processing tools. [2] [3] [4]

Mathematical re-modelling is applied in the following to
the problem of finding the adequate beaming configura-
tion for given meter and rhythm, after the sequence of ba-
sic symbols (note heads, stems, and flag counts) has been
found. The described algorithm has recently been added
to our metricSplit Java implementation, found at http:
//bandm.eu/downloads/DemoMetric.jar. This
also can be used as a library for own programming, see
http://bandm.eu/sig/doc/api.

2. BEAMING RULES AS A TRANSFORMATION
PIPELINE

Complex transformations which have evolved during cen-
turies of historic practice, can best be analyzed and docu-
mented by modelling them as a transformation pipeline, a
sequence of distinct transformation phases, each with well
defined input and output interfaces and well defined inner
behavior. In this paper we present a proposal as a basis for
discussion, research and implementation. The first three
phases have been implemented and thoroughly tested.

Figure 2 shows the chosen architecture: The first phase
operates on the metric tree as such, the second gets the
rhythmic information, and the third phase incorporates ad-
ditional data like sung text, hand distribution, tempo, etc.
The very last phase deals with the concrete rendering of
the graphic appearance according to pitch heights. Every
phase gets as input its specific main input data (= left col-
umn in the Figure), the output of the preceding phase (cen-
ter column), and a collection of further parameter settings,
to modify its way of operation (right column).

baltasar@trancon.de
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qualified Rationals
(Sec.2.3)
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(Sec.3.1-3)
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(b) breaking points
(Sec.4.5)

= bypasses (a) and (b)

Figure 2. Beam Layout Processing Pipeline: Inputs, Re-
sult, Data Flow, and Bypasses

A natural classification grid for different notation styles,
epochs, software systems, etc., is given by the selection of
the applied transformations, together with their parameter
values.

Dividing a complex transformation into distinct phases
accomplishes a clean separation of concepts, data, and in-
formation flow. But it also helps to identify those critical
aspects which can not be restricted to only one phase. We
have found two such bypasses, shown in Figure 2 by the
dotted lines and discussed in sections 2.2 and 4.5.

2.1 Foundation: Genuine Beams

The first phase deals only with the structure of the meter,
not with a particular rhythm. A good starting point for
any rendering (including beaming) in a metric context is a
metric tree. Widely varying concepts of metric trees have
been defined, esp. for the purpose of music recognition,
automated transcription and automated interpretation ([5]
[6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16]—for a
survey see [17].) They all have in common:

• A musical meter is represented by a tree of nodes.
• The root of the tree represents the flow of time dur-

ing a complete measure.
• Each node has an ordered sequence of child nodes;

they represent consecutive and adjacent sub-intervals
of the time interval represented by their parent node.

Many further attributes, like “metric weight”, agogics,
harmonic roles and rules, etc., can be attached to each node
of such a graph. The following is based on the metric trees
from metricSplit [16]. There the only additional require-
ment is that durations and start and end points are given as
rational numbers and the measure starts at timepoint 0. 2

MetricSplit supports arbitrary complex metric tree specifi-
cations like Mts = 7/8+ 8/7.

For notation of rhythms in general and for beaming in
particular, it is ergonomically crucial that the notation ex-
presses the relation of each single notation event (as a fore-
ground structure) to a particular node of such a metric graph
(as its middleground structure) in a direct and easily read-
able way. As a consequence, not every sequence of neigh-
boring notes can be joined by a beam, but only those which
represent tree nodes under the same parent. [18, p. 27 pp.][1,
p. 91 pp.] [19, p. 43 pp.,47] [20, p. 80 pp.][21, p. 153 pp.]

This was already understood by Neusidler: the “sixteenths”
in measure three in Figure 1 are only partially joined.

So the first and fundamental rules 3 are:

PROP. nota.trabes.trabesUtVexilia: Add the numbers of
beams and beamlets from both sides of the stem separately.
The higher of these sums indicate the duration of the note
in the same way as the same number of flags would do.

PROP. nota.trabes.notaeUtNota: Let there be a single
note A, which directly corresponds to a node of a metric
tree, and a group of notes B by which this note is replaced.
Then the left(/right) side of the leftmost (/rightmost) note
in B has the same beam appearance as the left(/right) side
of A, resp.

Both rules seem easy and trivial, and indeed they are
widely applied in conventional engraving. Together they
determine completely a beaming for each sequence of notes
which corresponds to the complete list of child nodes of
a particular metric tree node. These are called genuine
beams, as shown in the top part of Figure 5 for a very reg-
ular “2/4” meter. For instance, the third and fourth thirty-
second notes have the same beaming structure at their left
and right end as the sixteenth note one line above, which
they can replace. 4

But two severe caveats arise: (1) A node in the metric tree
may not correspond to one single note symbol, for instance
a node with the duration 5

16 . (2) Historical practice often
violates this principle, see the next section.

2 In particular, the mathematically intricate problem whether the nodes
represent open or half-open intervals does not require consideration.

3 The LMN project [4] has collected about eight hundred properties
to classify conventional usage of CWN, all identified by a hierarchical
nomenclature of Latin terms. The property names in this article are in-
tended to fit in neatly.

4 All “one-and-a-half-dimensional” renderings in this article have been
produced automatically by our implementation. Their graphics is a mere
control instrument, with no claim for beauty. Esp. it employs only linear
proportional space allocation, without any “psychological adjustment”,
which is for instance in musixTex executed by a dedicated external pro-
gram run. [22]
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Mts = 1/4

alteraNatas =
{(2, 1, 2, 4), (3, 1, 2, 4), (3,�1, 3, 2), (4, 1, 2, 4)}

a————– b—————

Figure 3. Modified Genuine Beams I

2.2 Modification of Genuine Beams

As mentioned, the historic practice has deviated from these
simple rules above:

(A-a) Neusidler did not follow them: In the second mea-
sure of Figure 1, the first two “sixteenth” are not connected
to the “thirty-seconds” by a single “eighth” beam.

(A-b) Nowadays, esp. in the context of traditional 4/4 me-
ters, all four sixteenth notes of one quarter are joined by
two beams, including the middle ones.

(A-c) Contrarily, when groups of four thirty-second notes
follow, these are often also completely joined by three beams,
but the single beam connecting the eighth nodes is dropped.

Modifications of these kinds can be modelled by the data
type

PROP. nota.trabes.alteraNatas: P(N ⇥ Z ⇥ N ⇥ N) !
Each contained tuple (a, b, c, d) says that on the level a of
the metric tree, (counted with positive numbers descending
from the top node at level 0) the value b is added to the
number of beams if and only if the conditions given by c

and d are met.
If b is positive, then c gives a maximum number of note

symbols which must not be exceeded by both halfs to be
connected, and d is a maximum for the sum of these num-
bers. If b is negative, than c is a minimum which must be
reached on either side, and d a minimum for both sides.

These rules are a violation of the pipeline architecture,
see the bypass line (a) in Figure 2: Conceptually the gen-
uine beams are determined by the meter only, but the num-
ber of actual note heads on both sides of these formulas
is not fixed until merging transformations (the “MX” in
the next phase, see below) have been applied. When pro-
gramming a concrete implementation, this twist causes real
problems for documentation, testing, and maintenance.

Mts = 3/4(2 ⇤ 2 ⇤ 3)

alteraNatas = {(2,�1, 2, 2)}

alteraNatas = {(2,�1, 3, 0)}

Mts = 1/4(2) alteraNatas = {(2,+1, 100, 100)}

Figure 4. Modified Genuine Beams II

We found that these rather coarse and somehow arbitrary
rules are sufficient to model most of the modified genuine
beamings found in historic and contemporary engraving
practice:
{(2,�1, 0, 0)(3, 1, 100, 100)} produces the notation cho-

sen by Neusidler in Figure 1, by removing the connecting
beam between the eighths, when reading it (a-historically!)
as modern notation.

The top of Figure 5 shows the genuine beams, and Fig-
ure 3 shows modern standard engraving of some rhythms
in a 4

4 meter: Code value (2, 1, 2, 4) adds an additional
beam between sibling quarters (= at level 2 of the metric
tree), but only in case there are at most two notes on each
side, see the second example line.

Similarly, (3, 1, 2, 4) joins sibling eighths by two beams
instead of one, of course only if possible w. r. t. the rhyth-
mic values, compare lines three and six. 5

Contrarily, (3,�1, 3, 2) suppresses the beam between two
groups of notes which fill sibling eighths, if one of them is
too crowded, for a better separation of these groups for er-
gonomic reasons. Comparing the groups (a) and (b) at the
end of Figure 3 shows that c � 3 must be fulfilled by only
one of their constituting eighths, but d � 2 by both.

Finally, (4, 1, 2, 4) joins four thirty-second notes by an
additional beam connecting the sibling sixteenths, but only
if not divided finer.

Also counter-intuitive and confusing modifications can
be applied. These are not prevented automatically by the
current implementation. For instance, the widely spread
textbook [18] shows on page 27 a table of examples for
rhythmic notations, which notoriously contains patterns like

This is not wrong but somehow paradox: When it shall
be stresses that not “two times two” thirty-seconds belong

5 In the context of metricSplit [23], [16]. the same printing effect could
also be realized by changing the definition to 4*1/16, which means con-
structing four sibling nodes on the same level, under one common parent
node. But then also the metric structure with all other roles and functions
is a different one, not only the graphical rendering.
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MX-Y MX-DP

MX-DN MX-S

h(1/16, true), (3/16, true), (1/20, true)
(3/20, true), (1/20, true)i

Figure 5. Genuine Beams and Merging Transformations

together, but all four of these on equal terms, which thus
cover the complete duration of an eighth, it is confusing to
obfuscate these eighths by sixteenths’ beams.

(B)
It is a common phenomenon in the history of notation,

that a well-proven device is ab-used or re-used in a new
context. So the prolongation dot has been advanced from
part of the fixed topos “3:1” to a general sign for Mersenne
numbers 2n � 1 as duration factors.

As a consequence, one and the same graphical beam level
can become necessary on two different but neighboring
levels of the metric tree, see the arrows in Figure 4. The
first line shows an ergonomically sensible layout, but with
finer divisions, cancellations of the higher beam become
sensible, as also shown.

The same can happen with local divisions by non-Mersenne
numbers, see the last line in the figure.

2.3 Beams for Rhythms

A rhythm to be rendered is given as a sequence of pairs
of rational numbers (representing time points relative to
the measure start, or durations to be added up) and one
Boolean value each, qualifying the event as sound or pause,
see the last lines in Figure 5. An initial coverage is the
minimal front in the metric tree which has a node at every
start point occurring in the rhythm, see again Figure 5. The
initial coverage can always be rendered immediately, using
the genuine beaming from the top of the Figure: When a
sounding event is represented by more than one note sym-
bol, these must be connected by a tie symbol.

Only the first nodes assigned to any event show up in the
rendering necessarily. All others can possibly be merged
with their predecessors. The rules when to apply a partic-
ular merging transformation (MX), and the different style
parameters to re-model the different historical practices can
become very complicated, especially when a total render-
ing function is to be described, which supports arbitrary
meters and rhythms—for details see [16].

By each MX, a contiguous sequence of note symbols is
cancelled from the notation and the immediate predecessor
is prolongated. This may affect beaming. On the one hand,
positive dottings (MX-DP) increase the duration, but they
never reach the factor 2; therefore they never affect beam-
ing. On the other hand, with negative dottings (MX-DN)
the last of the merged note symbols appears at the rhyth-
mic position of the first one and the beam structure must
be transferred, see the dotted arrow in the figure.

Syncopes (MX-Y) and hemiolas (MX-H) print the parent
node’s note symbol at a child node’s position. Thus the
left(/right) side of this note must copy the left(/right) side
of the left(/right) parent involved, resp.

The merging of equidistant siblings (MX-S) enlarges the
duration of the first (=the only printed) note and thus re-
duces the beaming according to the resulting multiplica-
tion factor f . (More precisely: by the highest n such that
2n  f .)

Thus after all these transformations a subsequent cutting
down step is needed: All beams which are foreseen as gen-
uine but may only touch one of their two stems, because
the other’s note value has been prolongated by a merging
transformation, are cut down to beamlets. 6

2.4 Local Transformations of Beam Patterns

Concerning pauses, there are three alternative ways how to
apply the resulting beams and beamlets to the note symbols
[18, p. 49][19, p. 46][24, p. 15 p.][20, p. 88, 213]

PROP. nota.trabes.sopraPausam.perCaudulam: Each
pause is treated like a sounding note and gets a stemlet.
. . . transiens: Pauses are not connected to beams, but a
beam may span over a pause.
. . . separans: A pause is never spanned by a beam, but cuts
all beams pointing to it down to beamlets.

The format perCaudulam is the most recent developed
format, and also the the most canonical: Each pause gets a

6 Beamlets can also occur as genuine beams, but only in advanced use
cases, see the last example in section 2.2.
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“stemlet” and is treated like a sounding event, see line 1�
in Figure 6. The representation is somehow redundant
because the duration of the pause is encoded twice: in
the beam (but without prolongation dots) and in the pause
symbol. Nevertheless, from the systematic perspective this
is the canonical form.

For the variant transiens these stemlets are deleted, all
beams between a stemlet and a stem are cut down to beam-
lets, and all beams between two stemlets disappear com-
pletely, see line 2�.

Line 3� shows the form separans: All beams which touch
pauses are cut down to beamlets. This variant is dominant
in conventional sheet music. But it gives up one particular
role of beaming which goes beyond the mere replacement
of flags:

PROP. nota.trabes.significantVocem: Connected beams
implicitly have the role of voice-leading indicators (Ger-
man “Stimmweiser”).

There are rare but relevant critical cases:

Here (BWV 543, ms. 16) the first version (Neue Bach
Ausgabe = NBA) of engraving forbids to read a crossing
of the voices allowed by the second (Breitkopf Sämtliche
Orgelwerke Urtext), which would but be the correct reso-
lution of the d”, the seventh of the dominant. 7 The col-
lection of all beams and beamlets which are connected by
at least one contiguous top-level beam are called a beam
aggregate in the following.

All forms 1� to 3� are a basis to which further local trans-
formations are applied. These aim at eliminating the fol-
lowing properties:

PROP. nota.trabes.trabulaeContraIdem: All beamlets
appear on the same height on both sides of a particular
stem.

This pattern is caused by an isolated inner node from a
group of more than two equidistant siblings, see the triplets
in Figure 6 line 3�. The beamlets remaining from the
above-mentioned down-cuts appear on both sides of the
stem with equally good reasons. It may seem desirable for
an engraver (for whatever reason) to eliminate this prop-
erty. This can be done by replacing them by beamlets
only to one side. This transformation reduces the “sensible
ergonomic information”, because the fact that the note is
connected in the same way to its left and to its right neigh-
bor is no longer expressed.

Line 7� in Figure 6 shows an example and Table 1 shows
a mathematical model. Each stem end is represented by
five natural numbers: number of flags, number of left beams
and beamlets, number of right beams and beamlets. The
properties and the eliminating transformations are speci-
fied on these 5-tuples, the former as pre-conditions for the

7 Thus the voice identification algorithm in [25] in a preparatory step
(p. 307) replaces beams (and slurs) by explicit voice-leading signs

Mts = 2 ⇤ 3 ⇤ 1/8
nota.trabes.sopraPausam . . .
. . . = perCaudulam

1�

. . . = transiens

2�

. . . = separans

3�

ELIM-trabulaeOmnesContraTrabes :

4�

ELIM-trabulaNonSubTrabem :

5�

combine both 4� and 5� :

6�

ELIM-trabulaeContraIdem(dexter) :

7�

ELIM-trabulaSola :

8�

Figure 6. Local Transformations

latter. 8

The formula for nota.trabes.trabulaeContraIdem only re-
quires the number of left and right long beams to be equal
(= a). So it also holds for beamlets on both sides under
(the same number of) beams on both sides, a case not de-

picted in Figure 6:
A similar property can be defined to match cases like

where a very similar dis-
tribution of beamlets is found at both sides not of a single

8 The prefix “ELIM-” works as on mere technical meta-level, not as
part of the nomenclature. Then of course “elim-trabulas-contra-idem
would be the correct case.
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note but of a group of siblings. This case is not supported
by the current model. It is left to future extensions of our
work, because its eliminating transformation would not be
a mere local one.

PROP. nota.trabes.trabulaeOmnesContraTrabes: All
beamlets one one side of the stem appear on the same
height as a (long) beam on the other side.

Due to trabesUtVexilia, each such beamlet is redundant
for calculating the duration. It nevertheless indicates the
relation of this stem’s note and node to its neighbor in the
indicated direction. In conventional engraving, this beam-
let is removed—compare the last two beamlets in line 3�
of Figure 6 to line 4�.

While the eliminating transformations above reduce the
information content, they do not introduce confusing con-
tradictions to the genuine beams. This changes when try-
ing to eliminate

PROP. nota.trabes.trabulaNonSubTrabem: On one side
of the stem one or more beamlets appear, but no single
beam. On the other side there is at least one beam.

Then the beamlets traditionally simply switch the side,
see the second sounding note in Figure 6, the transfor-
mation’s definition in Table 1 and the result in Line 5�.
Here the direction into which the sixteenth-beamlets point
is positively wrong and contradicts the original genuine
beams. Nevertheless this is a standard transformation in
traditional engraving. This also eliminates

PROP. nota.trabes.trabulaSola: There is a stem which
carries beamlets but no beams.

This is eliminated by the final transformation in Table 1
and Figure 6, namely by replacing all beamlets by the cor-
responding number of flags.

Conventional CWN engraving uses all these four trans-
formations, but ELIM-trabulaeContraIdem is often super-
seded by ELIM-trabulaSola, compare lines 7� and 8� of
Figure 6.

Not all possible cases are covered by these transforma-
tions, for instance (0 | 0, a | 0, b)^ a 6= b^ a 6= 0^ b 6= 0.
But in conventional usage of CWN it is transformed by
ELIM-trabulaSola to (max (a, b) | 0, 0 | 0, 0) anyhow.

3. ADDITIONAL EXTERNAL DATA

The beam aggregates constructed so far are determined
solely by meter and rhythm. They are called mr-beams
in the following. In each particular notation, they will be
employed in contexts where further parameters influence
their concrete appearance.

3.1 Indirect Influence by Stem Direction

First of all, the stem direction is of course relevant. As-
sume that every sequence of notes is part of a particular
notational voice. Then there are basically three variants
for determining the stem direction:

PROP. nota.cauda.significat. . .
. . . vocem: the stem direction is needed to identify the voice
among other voices in the same staff.
. . . instrumentum/accentum/manum/modumAgitur/. . . :
the stem direction is employed to represent the named (bi-
nary valued) parameter.
. . . nihil: the stem direction carries no meaning at all, but
is free to change according to graphic/ergonomic require-
ments.

In the first two cases the stem direction is fixed and must
be respected by all further transformations; it is a further
input parameter to any beam layout algorithm. Normally
it will change in the first case less frequently than in the
second. Only in the last case it is free and thus is an output
of the subsequent transformation processes.

For beam aggregates there are further sub-cases:

PROP. nota.cauda.significat.vocem. . .
. . . trabsSeparataCaudaMutata: beams are broken when
the stem direction changes.
. . . trabsSeparataLineaMutata: beams are broken when
the voice moves into another (mostly: a neighboring) staff.

In most conventional engravings of classical piano music
the first property holds (to thin out the optical appearance
for readability), the second does not (to make the transition
of the voice even clearer, according to trabes.significantVo-
cem).

Whenever such a breaking takes place, the situation is
as if a pause had occurred in the mode nota.trabes.sopra-
Pausam.separans: Subsequent application of ELIM-trabu-
laNonSubTrabem and ELIM-trabulaSola may or may not
be applied.

A minimal case is a one-line percussion staff, with one
notated pitch only and two stem directions for a parameter.
Then a frequently found transformation is

PROP. nota.voces.unaUtDue pausasPerdatas: The voice
is split into two voices, separating up and down stems, and
both are beamed independently, except that the events in
one voice stand in for the pause symbols in the other.

This can also be applied in cases which are only slightly
more complicated. Gould [21, p. 312] gives an example
from piano notation, where the parameter encoded by stem
direction is the hand selection = cauda.significat.manum:

With respect to the (invisible) pauses either nota.trabes.-
sopraPausam.transiens or . . . separans can be applied to
both resulting voices. The example shows the former, fol-
lowed by ELIM-trabulaeOmnesContraTrabes.
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(flags | leftLong , leftShort | rightLong , rightShort) : N⇥ N⇥ N⇥ N⇥ N
b > 0

ELIM-trabulaeContraIdem((0 | a, b | a, b), dexter) = (0 | a, 0 | a, b)
ELIM-trabulaeContraIdem((0 | a, b | a, b), sinister) = (0 | a, b | a, 0)

b > 0 a+ b  c

ELIM-trabulaeOmnesContraTrabes(0 | a, b | c, d) = (0 | a, 0 | c, d)
ELIM-trabulaeOmnesContraTrabes(0 | c, d | a, b) = (0 | c, d | a, 0)

b > 0 c > 0 x = MAX(d, b� c)
ELIM-trabulaNonSubTrabem(0 | 0, b | c, d) = (0 | 0, 0 | c, x)
ELIM-trabulaNonSubTrabem(0 | c, d | 0, b) = (0 | c, x | 0, 0)

b+ d > 0
ELIM-trabulaSola(0 | 0, b | 0, d) = (MAX(b, d) | 0, 0 | 0, 0)

Table 1. Historically Defined Local Transformations

3.2 Direct Influence

The preceding section covered the case that an additional
parameter breaks an mr-beam indirectly by determining
the stem direction. But such a parameter can also affect
the beamings directly. The result is called an mrp-beaming.
Basically there are two cases:

PROP. nota.trabes.extera. . .
. . . separans: a parameter value causes the breaking of a
beam from the mr-beaming.
. . . ligans: a parameter value joins two groups of beams
which are foreseen as separate by mr-beaming.

The first case is much more frequent.
With sung lyrics one of the following properties may ap-

ply, which all are of type extera.separans:

PROP. nota.trabes.cumVerborum. . .
. . . syllabis: beams may not extend further than the sung
syllable.
. . . nominibus: beams may not extend further than the sung
word.
. . . lineis: beams may not extend further than the sung text
line.

The first property had been standard in all engravings of
classical and romantic music. The last property can some-
times be found in contemporary popular sheet music. For
the second we have not found any evidence, but it logically
closes a gap.

In contemporary advanced music neither is applied, but
vocals are beamed as “any other” instrument. [1, p. 8] This
can be called NON-trabes.cumVerbis.

PROP. nota.trabes.separatae.cumMelo/cumLigato: Es-
pecially in piano music, but also in orchestral monodies, a
sequence of adjacent motifs with the same rhythmic struc-
ture is clarified by breaking the beams between every on-
beat and the following up-beat part.

See chorale prelude op. 122, Nr. 3, ms. 7 f. by Johannes
Brahms, where this technique is applied in the first mea-
sure (redundantly doubling the slurs), but not in the sec-
ond:

Please note that this operation gives up trabes.significant-
Vocem: The voice leading may become less clear.

Confusingly, two modifications with contrary meaning
have the same optical result:

PROP. nota.trabes.ligataeContraNates: Notes are con-
nected contrarily to the grouping by the genuine beams.

PROP. nota.metraMulta.perTrabem: A polymetric sit-
uation is clarified by beam patterns in a particular subset
of voices which are shifted against the beams in the other
voices and/or the sequence of measure bars.

These two are totally different techniques: The former
only affects the way of writing (= the sphere of syntax)
but still means the original pattern of stress, unchanged re-
lations in agogics and motif, etc. (= the same semantics).
But the second means that the meter shall indeed be shifted
with all consequences in interpretation (= in the semantic
sphere).

Often ligataeContraNates is applied to up-beats and their
targets. For example, LilyPond [26], which claims to im-
plement standard engraving conventions, renders the source
text “r8. d16 e r8. r2” as 9

The appearance of this pattern in Chopin’s sonata in b
minor, 10 Largo, ms. 5–19, left hand, is a typical example
for its combination with

PROP. nota.trabes.cumPositioneManus: Change and iden-
tity of the hand position are expressed by breaks and con-
tinuity of the beams.

9 So done by LilyPond version 2.20.0.
10 Engraving “Collection Litolff No 1087”, IMSLP638961-

-PMLP2364-ChopinSonataBMinor-KohlerEdition.pdf.
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This is one of the rare cases of the above-mentioned nota.-
trabes.extera.ligans, where additional beams are caused
by external data.

Both techniques can and often do lead to beams cross-
ing bar lines and even line breaks, called nota.metrum.se-
cat.trabem and nota.linea.fracta.secat.trabem by [4, p. 223,
229].

Examples of polymetrics in Romantic piano literature are
often of a most simple type, namely a shift by a certain dis-
tance d with otherwise unchanged structure (= same dura-
tion, metric tree and tempo, labelled “(d,=,=,=)” by [4,
p. 243 pp.]). But also constellation (0, 6=, 6=,=) is possi-
ble and can easily expressed by beaming only, see again
Brahms, Capriccio op. 67, Nr. 5 , m. 111 ff:

For more recent examples see [24, p. 116 pp.][21, p. 171,
175 pp.][20, p. 170 pp.]

3.3 Beams expressing Tempo – “Feathered” Beams

A more advanced concepts are “feather” or “fan” beams
(German “Fächerbalken”). [19, p. 47] [20, p. 94] [24, p. 124,
141] [21, p. 158]

Primary, secondary, ternary beams etc. do not run in par-
allel but converge like a fan to a common point. The in-
tuition is a ritardando when at the left end there are three
beams (which would mean a thirty-second note) which col-
lapse into only one beam at the right end (which stands for
the much slower eighth note). Vice versa, starting at one
point and running apart means an accelerando.

While in literature this principle is only defined for a
“free” interpretation and nearly always written with three
beams, indeed it is totally independent from the notated
and played pattern and can (in sensible limits, for readabil-
ity) be combined with any rhythm:

PROP. nota.trabes.accelerans: Seq(Q⇥ N⇥Q).
= list of tempo changes which shall be expressed graphi-
cally by vertical beam dimensions.

Let this sequence be sorted by the first components as-
cending. Then each contained triple (a, b, c) says that at
time point a the tempo b BPM shall rule, that this is ex-
pressed by the factor c applied to the widths and distances
of all beams at this point, and that between these triples
linear interpolation shall be applied.

So with trabes.accelerans = h(0, 30, 1/1)(1/4, 90, 3/2),
(1/4, 60, 1/1), (1/2, 60, 1/1), (1/2, 30, 1/2), (1/1, 120, 3/2)i
we get the rendering

which possibly is not too intuitive, but the canonical con-
tinuation of the principle of feathered beams.

4. TWO-DIMENSIONAL LAYOUT: VERTICAL
POSITION AND PITCH HEIGHT

Up to here, all considerations have been related to a “one-
and-a-half-dimensional” space: The x-axis is mapped to
the flow of time, but the y-axis is made up by only the
beam selections and the stem direction.

The most frequent context for beams is to be attached
to noteheads which represent pitches by their vertical po-
sition relative to the staff lines. So now graphical criteria
come into play, to produce a true two-dimensional arrange-
ment of the beams. Here a beam aggregate from the mrp-
beaming can even be broken again.

Any layout algorithm, whether applied manually or au-
tomatically, must always answer four distinct questions.
These are very different in nature, but their solutions are
tightly mutually dependent. [27, p. 153] How they are pri-
orized or whether they are solved separately or in an inter-
mangled way may differ.

The questions are:

PROP. nota.trabes.inclinatioSignificans: How does the
steepness of the top-most beam symbol indicate a tendency
in the distribution of the pitches, or even a musical ges-
ture?
. . . ponuntCaudas: Only in case that the stem directions
are still free at this point of the processing pipeline: Does
the fact that all notes shall be beamed together determine
a preferred stem direction?
. . . visio: What are the graphical coordinates of the whole
beam aggregate? Or those of its fragments, if a printable
solution can only be found after breaking it?
. . . inLineolas: How does the graphic appearance of the
beam symbols interact with the individual lines of the staff?

Each of the relevant publications on historic engraving
treats all or most of these questions, but only separately,
see Table 3. There are no complete and explicit algorithms
outside the heads of the engravers, who have done this job
over centuries. On the other hand, nowadays digital note
setting programs necessarily contain such an algorithm,
but those are not published. Further research will thus in-
clude reverse engineering.

Table 2 shows a possible modelling of the algorithm’s in-
put data, and possible properties of its result. Again, re-
strictions on these can serve as further input parameters.

4.1 Ergonomic Significance of Beam Inclination

The first property, inclinatioSignificans, is discussed with
very different results. [19, p. 42] [18, p. 46 p.] [27, p. 155,
168 pp.] [21, p. 22 pp., 169 pp.] A general consensus is
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that an overall tendency of the pitches shall be expressed
by the inclination of the beam, which historically had been
decided by the taste of the engraver (unless restricted by
collisions, see below.) But the opinions in details, given
only by examples, do differ widely. [19, p. 42] demands
a maximum steepness of 30 degrees. Many authors on
nineteenth to twentieth century engraving practice impose
a maximal lift, not a steepness—required by the physics of
copper plate engraving, see section 4.4 below. 11

In general, this area appears to require non-local consid-
erations, corresponding to nota.trabes.priorInfluit/succes-
sorInfluit from Table 2. For instance, to use horizontal
beams for Alberti bass figures is motivated by the fact that
these are immediately repeated, so that the distribution of
the note head heights is stationary—not over a single beam
aggregate, but over their sequence. [27, p. 154 p., 159 p.][19,
p. 40 p.][21, p. 25] Here future work is required—our cur-
rent formalization is restricted to local phenomena.

4.2 Stem Direction of Beam Aggregates

The question how the decision that a group of notes shall
be beamed together influences the stem directions (of course
only in cases when these are still free), is discussed by [1,
p. 94 pp.] [20, p. 88] [21, p. 24 p.][27, p. 154] [19, p. 40 p.]

4.3 Graphical Placement of Beam Aggregates

The raison d’être of any layout algorithm is to find a final
graphical position of the beam aggregate. Its input are the
mrp-beaming computed so far, pitches of the note heads,
and additional parameters. The properties listed in Table 2
can all be made input parameters by defining restrictions.
Its output are the coordinates of one or more beam frag-
ments, esp. their inclinations. [18, p. 45 pp.] [1, p. 97 pp.]
[1, p. 115 pp.] [19, p. 42][21, p. 17 pp.][27, p. 155 pp.]

In most cases such an algorithm will be a partial function:

PROP. nota.trabes.conditionesConfligentes: no (simple)
solution can be found which fulfills all requirements stated
by the input data (mrp-beaming, pitches, and parameters).
. . . vocesConfligentes: a conflict with the positions of the
graphical representations of notes from another voice ob-
structs finding a solution.

The second case is not formalized in our approach so far.
A possible idea is to give a list of “blocked rectangles”
as additional input parameters. Whenever no single beam
aggregate can be found, the remedy of further splits can
perhaps be applied, as described in sections 4.5 pp.

4.4 Fine Tuning against the Staff Lines

Historically, much attention had been payed to nota.tra-
bes.inLineolas, the relation of the beam to the staff line,
mainly to avoid too small areas of white paper, problematic
with traditional mechanical engraving technologies. [18,
p. 43 pp.] [1, p. 98 pp.] [19, p. 41 p.] [24, p. 9 pp.][21,

11 See the sections “3.5.2.1 traditional steepness” v. “3.5.2.2 contempo-
rary” in [27].

(forbidden)
“hang” / H
“straddle” / X
“sit” / S

“creeping beams”
Figure 7. Beams versus Staff Lines

p. 17 pp.][27, p. 25 p.,42, 161 pp.] But also nowadays, “wed-
ges” and gaps should still be avoided for their bad psycho-
logical effects on legibility.

Most authors agree on

PROP. nota.trabes.tresInTresLineolis: Let h be the height
of a beam, d the distance between two beams, and s be-
tween two staff lines. Then it holds that 3⇤h+2⇤d = 2⇤s.

(Remarkably, all authors treat the width of the staff line as
zero.) Most of the authors agree on the solution 4⇤d = 2⇤
h = s, but e.g. [24, p. 9] allows reducing h while sticking
to the formula. Only [27, p. 42 p.] proposes the formula
4⇤h+3⇤d = 3⇤s (...quatuorInQuatuorLineolis, which
is indeed much more flexible) and h = 1.52 ⇤ d.

Under trabes.tresInTresLineolis, there are four positions
of a horizontal beam relative to staff lines, one of which is
forbidden. The others are called “sit” (S), “straddle” (X),
and “hang” (H), and must follow in this order bottom-up
for a horizontal 1/32 beam aggregate, see Figure 7. Con-
tinuing this rule, an aggregate of four or more parallel hor-
izontal beams necessarily includes the forbidden position
between the lines. [1, p. 125 p.] and [24, p. 11 p.] propose
for this case to enlarge d to s/2, but only when the beams
indeed fall into the staff. This implies

PROP. nota.trabes.sineLineolis: Beams drawn in a staff
and beams outside are treated differently.

For slanted beams, the same relative positions S, X, and
H apply for their starts and endings.

Most authors prefer

PROP. nota.trabes.subLineola: beams which hold con-
tact to one and the same staff line throughout.

These are called “creeping beams” (“schleichende Bal-
ken”) by Chlapik [19, p. 42], but he explicitly restricts their
applicability, due to inclinatioSignificans.

A single creeping beam thus can have a maximum lifting
of s/2, a double beam of s/4, a triple beam is not possible,
see again Figure 7. (Creeping beams are the typical case
where not the maximum steepness but the maximum lift-
ing is fixed as an input parameter. Some authors allow the
three slanted beams from the Figure with stems going up
[=“downstemmed” noteheads], because then no “wedge”
appears. Else the beams must be shifted down by s/4.)

4.5 Resolving Conflicts by Breaking Beams

Giving the beam aggregates, the note head positions, and
the additional parameters, an algorithm may fail to find
a solution. The most simple and most frequently used
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Heads = seq(Q⇥ PQ)
H 2 Heads ^ 1  k1 < k2  #H =) ⇡1(H(k1)) < ⇡1(H(k2))

// = input data: sorted list of x-coordinates of stems and y-cooordinates of the attached note heads (possibly chords!)
// Sequence indexing starts with 1

Beams = seq(Q⇥Q⇥Q⇥Q)
B 2 Beams ^ 1  m  #B ^ 1  n  #B � 1 ) ⇡1(B(m)) < ⇡3(B(m)) ^ ⇡3(B(n))  ⇡1(B(n+ 1))

// = output data: list of start and end point coordinates of the top-level beam or of its fragments
Layout : Heads⇥ Params 9 Beams

Layout(H,P ) = B

beamedBy : N $ N beamHeight : (N⇥ N) 9 Q sides : N ! P{�1,+1}
beamedBy(m,n) () H(m) = (xm, ) ^B(n) = (x1, , x2, ) ^ x1  xn  x2

beamHeight(m,n) = y () H(m) = (xm, ) ^B(n) = (x1, y1, x2, y2) ^ y = (y2 � y1)/(x2 � x1) ⇤ (xn � x1) + y1

x 2 sides(m) () 9n : N, y : Q • y 2 ⇡2(H(m)) ^ x = sgn(y � beamHeight(m,n))
knees = {m : 2..#H | sides(m) 6= sides(m� 1)}

Further sensible input parameters to a Layout Algorithm:

nota.trabes.cauda.max = cA : Q>0 the maximal length of the very first and last stems.
nota.trabes.cauda.maxInterior = cB : Q>0 the maximal length of all other stems in a beam aggregate.
nota.trabes.cauda.min = cI : Q>0 the minimal length of the very first and last stems.
nota.trabes.cauda.minInterior = cJ : Q>0 the minimal length of all other stems in a beam aggregate.
(nota.trabes.cauda.solaMin/solaMax : Q>0 the minimal/maximal length of a stem with no beams.)
nota.trabes.maxInclinatio = dA : Q�0 the maximal steepness of a beam.
nota.trabes.maxAltitudo = hA : Q�0 the maximal lifting of a beam (= absolute difference of first and last y pos).
nota.trabes.priorInfluit = the appearance of a beam aggregate changes with the contents of a preceding aggregate.
nota.trabes.successorInfluit = the appearance of a beam aggregate changes with the contents of a following aggregate.

Table 2. Graphical Properties of Beam Layout

method for solving such a conflict is to break the beam
into two parts, which are then dealt with separately. [21,
p. 25] Since music is read from left to right, and the reader
should be surprised as little as possible, this is naturally
done at the rightmost position, i.e. as “late” as possible.

This break leads to a gap in the beaming; the resulting
parts are then processed with the same layout algorithm re-
cursively. The resulting aggregates are called mrpg-beamings.
In Table 2 this is modelled by the result type Beams be-
ing a sequence of coordinate pairs. A gap after index po-
sition m of the input note sequence is characterized by
beamedBy(m) \ beamedBy(m+ 1) = ?.

Again it is worth mentioning that possibly trabes.signi-
ficantVocem is given up and hence in multi-voice writing
the voice leading may become less clear.

Applying just the break (in the narrow sense of this word)
necessarily produces stemlets. These can subsequently be
processed/removed in the same way as known from the
pauses in the mode nota.trabes.sopraPausam.separans: by
applying ELIM-trabulaNonSubTrabem, ELIM-trabulaOm-
nesContraTrabes, ELIM-trabulaSola, and (in rare cases)
ELIM-trabulaeContraIdem, as already specified above in
section 2.4 and in Figure 6.

The breaks inserted by this algorithm are in the syntactic
sphere alone, they are introduced for mere graphical rea-
sons. A straightforward solution is (a):

!
(b)

!
" # #!! !!

!$
(a)

! #!!
Whenever the semantics shall influence these breaks, they

must be applied in the preceding phase explicitly. Only
(b) expresses correctly the jump of the hand position on
a keyboard, according to nota.trabes.cumPositioneManu.
Thus, for a flute (a) is correct, for a piano (b). Our strict
pipeline architecture does not support these considerations,
but could be enhanced by “predetermined breaking points”
as known from the TEX typesetting system: the preceding
semantic processing could assign “preferences and penal-
ties” to breaking points which are used by the subsequent
layout procedure only in case they are required. This is
one of the bypasses we identified in our transformation
pipeline, see the dotted line (b) in Figure 2 on page 2.

4.6 Resolving Conflicts by Knees

Another remedy with less loss of substance but more graph-
ical overhead is the “extraordinary beam”, called “knee”
(from the German “Knie”) in the following. It means a
beam from which stems go both up and down. [1, p. 118 p.]
[19, p. 43] [24, p. 12 pp.] [20, p. 86, 88 pp.] [21, p. 26] [27,
p. 93, 135, 153] More formally the indexes after a knee are
given by knees from Table 2.

PROP. nota.trabes.genus.inLineae: a knee is contained
totally in one staff.
. . . interLineas: a knee is contained in or crosses the space
between two staves.

The latter is a frequent case in two-staff writing. 12

12 [19, p. 43] says about this case even “[Die] Balkenverbindung von
einer Zeile in die andere ist nicht als �Knie⌧ anzusprechen.” (“Beams
from one staff into another shall not be called �knee⌧.”)
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Significant properties are:

PROP. nota.trabes.numerusGenuum: number of “knees”
= points where the stems change the side = #knees in Ta-
ble 2.
. . . numerusInGenui: the number of beams which cross
the knee.
. . . numerusInterGenibus: the number of consecutive note
heads between two knees.
. . . caudaVersusCaudam: whether two stems to both sides
can appear at the same x-coordinate. This corresponds to
{�1, 1} 2 ran(sides) in Table 2.

Restrictions to these properties again can be used as fur-
ther input parameters to an algorithm.

When multiple beams go “through” the knee (i.e. appear
with a stem to one side immediately followed by a stem
to the other side, or more complicated cases of change),
they completely exchange their meanings. For instance in a
group of three, the graphical symbol which is the “highest”
beam on the one side, representing thus the “eighth” flag,
becomes the “lowest” on the other, representing the thirty-
second flag, et vice versa. 13 Anyway it should hold

PROP. nota.trabes.summaeInGenu: The bundle of beams
which cross the “point of change” at a knee are on both
sides the top-most beams in the aggregate; all further beams
are added to them “below” = towards the note heads.

[24, p. 13 p.] exhaustively discussed this problem of beam
addition, without finding a simple rule as our summaeIn-
Genu. Herma by Xenakis violates summaeInGenu, but in-
stead follows

PROP. nota.trabes.inGenuCumPluribus: If there is a
vast majority of one stem direction over the other, this de-
fines the meaning of the beams.

This alternative leads (in m. 87, as executed) to the left
version, while our rule would produce the right one, clearly
demonstrating the change of meaning:

The insertion of a knee may conflict with nota.trabes.in-
clinatioSignificans. In Figure 8 the cases for the sequence
“up-stem followed by down-stem” are labelled by the com-
parison results of the note heads and the stem ends. (For
the opposite sequence the comparison operators signs must
be inverted.)

PROP. nota.trabes.genuParadoxum: in the case “up-
stem followed by down-stem”, the knee cases (<,>) and

13 While this indeed poses severe problems to formal definitions of syn-
tax and semantics, it has no consequences in practice because only the
number of beams is relevant, not their “undisturbed self-identity”. This
effect is called “non-deterministic determinedness” by [4, p. 298].

(<,<) (<,=) (<,>) (<,>>)(=, >) (>,>)

Figure 8. Categories of Knees

(<,>>) are called paradox because an inclining sequence
of note heads / pitches is graphically realized by a declin-
ing slope of the beam. (Vice versa in the case “down-stem
to up-stem”).

We leave it open if also the cases (<,=) and (=, >) shall
be called “paradox”. It holds:
a) If the lower note is stemmed down and the higher note
is stemmed up, then no paradox shows up. (The tendency
of the note heads is even amplified by the beam.)
b) Otherwise, if the absolute distance of the note heads is
smaller than double the minimal stem length, then a para-
dox is unavoidable.

Paradox beams are explicitly forbidden by [19, p. 43].
While beams of the last category (>,>) seem unpracti-

cal, they are indeed frequently required when more than
two voices share a (piano) staff. See Brahms, Intermezzo
op. 119 Nr. 1 m. 61: (Simrock, 1893, plate 10055):

4.7 Resolving Conflicts by Changing Height and/or
Inclination

A rather modern means to resolve graphical beaming con-
flicts is to change the inclination or the height of the beam
“underway”, when crossing a particular stem S. System-
atically this can be treated as breaking the beam into two
fragments which overlap just at S. This is not one single
break process, as in section 4.5, but two, namely immedi-
ately left and right of S. Then all beamlets resulting from
these breaks are removed and both fragments are laid out
independently. The last stem of the first and the first stem
of the second resulting beaming aggregate must point into
the same direction and will be unified in the final printed
result. 14

Such a result is represented in context of Table 2 by two
elements of the sequence B according to the pattern

14 These considerations do not cover to case of giving two stems (one
in each direction) to the common notehead at S. This must be treated
separately, because it possibly has stronger impact on the notated voice
leading.
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h. . . (x0, y0, X, Y1), (X,Y2, x3, y3), . . .i. It can exhibit any
combination of

PROP. nota.trabes.translataeInCaudis: the distance of
the top-level beam from the note head is different on both
sides of the stem (Y1 6= Y2).
. . . angulusFractumInCaudae: the top-level beams on both
sides of the stem are not in 180° but in a different angle
(Y1 � y0)/(X � x0) 6= (y3 � Y2)/(x3 �X).

See Figure 9 a) and b). The graphical syntax of these
properties is modelled by nota.graph.simplex.XIV and XV
in [4, p. 108]. The selection of allowed properties and com-
binations can be a further input parameter. The occurrence
of neither would indicate inconsistent programming, be-
cause in this case the original rendering attempt (without
any breaking) should have succeeded.

Both properties and their combination are rather frequent
in classical avantgarde notation styles, see Stockhausen,
Klavierstück X. But indeed angulusFractumInCaudae are
found in much older prints and hand-writings. [1, p. 88 p.]
gives two examples from 1690 (regrettably not specifying
the source):

5. ASPECTS NOT COVERED

A mathematical re-modelling of inter-human symbol sys-
tems determined by history and culture is not and should
not try to be exhaustive. But it should clearly circumscribe
the areas of non-formalization. Whether extended formal-
ization beyond these limits is sensible may be left to future
work.

Some of the properties we have not (yet?) formalized:

PROP. nota.trabes.angulusFractumInterCaudis: the top-
level beam is bent at a point between two stems.

This variant, see Figure 9 c), can be integrated into our
model by breaking the aggregate between the stems, laying
out the fragments independently and printing the resulting
beams in a prolongated way, extending to their meeting
point between the aggregates. Of course such a meeting
point must exist, and research on its preconditions is nec-
essary. This appears to be related to the problems of inter-
aggregate dependencies and graphical harmonizations, see
nota.trabes.priorInfluit etc. above.

PROP. nota.trabes.multaAdCaudam: Multiple groups
of beams are connected to the same side of the same stem.

Different patterns of this kind can be found in advanced
notation. A simple sub-kind is

PROP. nota.trabes.multaAdCaudam.perOrnamentum:
Additional beam groups extend only locally and indicate
an ornament, i.e. a figure played in a sub-ordinated local
organization of time.

a) b) c)

Figure 9. Displaced and Bent Beams

The following example (Lachenmann, Toccatina, p. 3, cited
by [28] p. 24) is a such a simple case, where local “Nach-
schläge” are notated by a subordinate group of beams: 15

PROP. nota.trabes.trabulaUtVexilium : A beamlet is rep-
resented in the form of a flag, even when the stem has
(long) beams.

This is a mere graphical transformation. [20, p. 94] men-
tions Boulez, Le marteau sans maı̂tre, and rejects this kind
of writing sharply.

6. CONCLUSION

We have presented a four-staged pipeline architecture for
calculation and layout of a beam aggregate for a given me-
ter, rhythm, and pitches. We have identified about sixty
properties which influence the result. We have assigned
statements from literature (which nearly exclusively is con-
cerned with conventional CWN) to the different stages of
processing.

The pipeline architecture helps to clarify input conditions,
output specifications, tests of both, documentation, etc. con-
siderably. Nevertheless we found two bypasses which do
not fit cleanly into the sequential order, see Figure 2: (a)
the number of note heads modifying the genuine beaming
(an issue not treated in the literature so far), and (b) pre-
determined breaking points, prepared by semantic param-
eters to be used by the graphic layout process if required.

Table 3 in the Appendix shows where the cited standard
works treat the different topics. Tables 4 and 5 list all prop-
erties found so far, referring to the corresponding section
of this article.
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• Genuine beams:
[18, p. 27 pp.] [1, p. 91 pp.] [19, p. 43 p.] [19, p. 46 pp.]
[20, p. 80 pp.] [21, p. 153 pp.]
• Modified genuine beams:
(no predecessors)
• Stem direction of beam aggregate:
[1, p. 94 pp.] [20, p. 88] [21, p. 24 p.] [27, p. 154]
• Beams crossing pauses:
[18, p. 49] [19, p. 46] [24, p. 15 p.] [20, p. 88, 213]
• Height of beam symbols:
[1, p. 94 pp.][1, p. 119 pp.][19, p. 41][24, p. 9] [20,
p. 80][21, p. 17][27, p. 42 p.]
• Significance of the beam’s steepness:
[19, p. 42] [18, p. 45 p.] [21, p. 22 pp., 169 pp.] [27, p. 155,
168 pp.]
• Value of the beam’s steepness:
[18, p. 45 pp.] [1, p. 97 pp.] [1, p. 115 pp.] [19, p. 42][21,
p. 17 pp.][27, p. 155 pp.]
• Knees:
[1, p. 126 p.] [19, p. 43 p.] [24, p. 12 pp.] [29, p. 56] [20,
p. 86, 88 pp.] [21, p. 26] [27, p. 93, 135, 153]
• Relation to stafflines / micro positioning:
[18, p. 43 p., 47] [1, p. 98 pp.] [1, p. 119 pp.] [19, p. 41 p.]
[24, p. 9 pp.][21, p. 17 pp.][27, p. 25 p.,42, 161 pp.]
• Beams for polymetrics:
[24, p. 116 pp.][21, p. 171, 175 pp.] [20, p. 170 pp.]
• Feathered Beams:
[19, p. 47] [20, p. 94] [24, p. 124, 141] [21, p. 158]

Table 3. Synopsis of the Literature w. r. t. the Discussed
Issues

[27] H. Wanske, Musiknotation – Von der Syntax der
Notenstichs zum EDV-gesteuerten Notensatz. Mainz:
Schott, 1988.

[28] C. Dimpker, Extended Notation – The depiction of the
unconventional. Berlin: Lit Verlag, 2013.

[29] K. Hader, Aus der Werkstatt eines Notenstechers.
Wien: Waldheim-Eberle, 1948.

A. APPENDICES

Table 3 gives a synopsis of the discussion in standard lit-
erature. Tables 4 and 5 list all properties appearing in this
article.

A.1 Polymetric Constellations Expressible by Beams

Following the classification grid in [4], a simple polymetric
situation can be characterized by a quadruple indicating the
relations between (1) the start points of the metric pattern,

(2) the physical lengths, (3) the inner metric structure, and
(4) the notated tempo, i.e. the relation from notated values
to physical time.

Many simple constellations can be expressed by beams
alone. Examples without further comments:

( 6=,=,=,=) (Petterson, Sinf 11)

(=, 6=, 6=,=) (Petterson, Sinf 10)

(=,=, 6=, 6=) (Beethoven op. 111)

(=,=, 6=,=) (constructed example)

!!! !!!34 + 68" !
! !!!!

(=,=,=, 6=) (Mozart Klaviersonate K 457)
nota.trabes.unificataIndicantRubatum[Kinzler]
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• nota.trabes.utVexilia
= basic principle how beams express duration, see section 2.1.
• nota.trabes.notaeUtNota
= basic principle that a single note and a replacing group behave identically towards their neighbors, see section 2.1.
• nota.trabes.alteraNatas : P(N⇥ Z⇥ N⇥ N)
= collection of rules to modify the genuine beaming, see section 2.2
• nota.trabes.sopraPausam : {perCaudulam, transiens, separans}
= way how beams cross pauses, see Section 2.4.
• nota.trabes.significantVocem
= a beam fulfills also the role to indicate voice identity, thus voice leading.
• nota.trabes.trabulaeContraIdem, ...trabulaeOmnesContraTrabes, ...trabulaNonSubTrabem, ...trabulaSola
= local transformations of beamlets, see Section 2.4.
• nota.cauda.significat.vocem
= the stem direction indicates the notational voice.
• ...instrumentum/accentum/manum/modumAgitur
= the stem direction indicates the employed instrument (with percussion) / the active hand / a certain way of sound
production.
• nota.cauda.significat.nihil
= the stem direction is free and can be determined according to graphical needs.
• nota.cauda.significat.vocem.trabsSeparataCaudaMutata
= when the stem direction changes midways, the beam is broken.
• nota.cauda.significat.vocem.trabsSeparataLineaMutata
= when the voice changes the staff midways, the beam is broken.
• nota.voces.unaUtDue pausasPerdatas
= one single voice with two kinds of events (e.g. by two hands) is notated as two voices, where the events in the one voice
are read as pause symbols for the other.
• nota.trabes.extera.separans
= external parameters make a beam break.
• nota.trabes.extera.ligans
= external parameters make two separated beams join.
• nota.trabes.cumVerborum.syllabis/nominibus/lineis
= the beams are broken according to the syllables/words/lines of the sung text.
• nota.trabes.separatae.cumMelo/cumLigato
= the beams are broken according to motif structure/legato execution.
• nota.trabes.ligataeContraNates
= beams are connected against the genuine beams prescribed by the meter.
• nota.metraMulta.perTrabem
= the beams are used to clarify a multi meter situation (shifted or shifted meter in different voices=.
• nota.trabes.cumPositioneManu
= the beams follow the positional changes (“jumps”) of a hand on a keyboard.
• nota.trabes.accelerans : Seq(Q⇥ N⇥Q)
= tempo curve for compressed and expanded beam heights and distances.
• nota.trabes.inclinatioSignificans
= the steepness of the beam is related to the distribution of the pitches, or even to the gesture of the motif.
• nota.trabes.ponuntCaudas
= the fact that the notes are beamed together influences the stem direction.
• nota.trabes.visio
= the final visual layout of the beams in its graphical context.
• nota.trabes.inLineolas
= the relation of the particular beams to the lines of the staff.
• nota.trabes.cauda.max/maxInterior/min/minInterior : Q,
nota.trabes.maxInclinatio/maxAltitudo : Q
= input parameters for a layout algorithm.
• nota.trabes.conditionesConfligentes
= the case that the input parameters conflict and prevent a (simple) solution.
• nota.trabes.vocesConfligentes
= the case that the spatial requirements of another voice (in the same staff) prevents a (simple) solution.

Table 4. All Properties Found for Beams and Their Transformations—Part I
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• nota.trabes.tresInTresLineolis
= formula from copper engraving which allows to put three beams into two spaces of a staff.
• nota.trabes.sineLineolis
= the case that beams outside a staff are treated differently than inside.
• nota.trabes.subLineola
= beams which hold contact to one and the same staff line throughout. = “creeping beams”.= “schleichende Balken”.
• nota.trabes.priorInfluit/successorInfluit
= context dependency: a change in the input data for a preceding/following beam aggregate influences the layout.
• nota.trabes.genus.inLineae
A “knee” (“exceptional beams”, German “Knie”) is contained in the graphic area of a staff’s lines.
• nota.trabes.genus.interLineas
A knee is contained in graphic space between two staves.
• nota.trabes.numerusGenuum
= the number of knees in one particular rendering.
• nota.trabes.numerusInGenui
= the number of beams which “go through” the knee.
• nota.trabes.numerusInterGenibus
= the number of stems between two knees/a knee and the end of the aggregate.
• nota.trabes.caudaVersusCaudam
= whether a stem in both directions appears at the same point of a beam.
• nota.trabes.summaeInGenu
= the rule that the top-most beams only cross a knee.
• nota.trabes.inGenuCumPluribus
= the rule that the majority side of stems decides the meaning of the beams across a knee.
• nota.trabes.genuParadoxum
= that the beam in a knee aggregate goes contrarily to the pitches.
• nota.trabes.translataeInCaudis
= that the beams on two sides of a stem start at different distances.
• nota.trabes.angulusFractumInCaudae
= that the beams on two sides of a stem start in different angles.
• nota.trabes.angulusFractumInterCaudis
= that a beam makes a “turn” between two stems.
• nota.trabes.multaAdCaudam
= multiple groups of beams at the same side of a stem.
• nota.trabes.multaAdCaudam.perOrnamentum
= multiple groups of beams at the same side of a stem, but only for sub-ordinated, local time with fast events.
• nota.trabes.trabulaUtVexilium
= beamlets are printed as flags, even under beams.

Table 5. All Properties Found for Beams and Their Transformations—Part II
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